ABSTRACT: Monitoring of human bodily motion requires wearable sensors which can detect position, velocity and acceleration. They should be cheap, lightweight, mechanically compliant and display reasonable sensitivity at high strains and strain-rates. No reported material has simultaneously demonstrated all the above requirements. Here we describe a simple method to infuse liquid-exfoliated graphene into natural rubber to create conducting composites. These materials are excellent strain-sensors displaying 10 4 -fold increases in resistance and working at strains exceeding 800%. The sensitivity is reasonably high with gauge factors of up to 35 observed. More importantly, these sensors can effectively track dynamic strain, working well at vibration frequencies of at least 160 Hz. At 60 Hz, we could monitor strains of at least 6% at strain rates exceeding 6000 %/s. We have used these composites as bodily motion sensors, effectively monitoring joint and muscle motion as well and breathing and pulse.
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garments. Ideally, these structures would also be cheap to produce to facilitate widespread availability. To the authors knowledge no material combines all these properties, severely limiting our ability to fabricate multifunctional wearable strain and motion sensors. This is unfortunate as sensors made from such materials could sense not only strain but velocity, acceleration and force. The resulting capabilities would facilitate not only applications in human motion sensing but in a range of areas including monitoring of inflatable devices such as airbags, vibration detection and motion in robots or other moving mechanical objects.
In order to develop materials which can perform this array of functions, many researchers have turned to materials science and specifically nanotechnology. Strain sensors have been demonstrated from a range of materials and structures including hydrogels 12 , nanostructured papers [13] [14] [15] , graphene-woven fabrics 11, 16 , nanotube arrays 9 and complex nanoengineered structures. 7 Particularly promising have been the nano-composite strain gauges.
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To date, strain gauges have been prepared from polymer-based composites, loaded with nanoparticles, 8 nanotubes [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , graphene [23] [24] [25] , carbon nano-fibres 17, 26 and carbon black 27, 28 , and have demonstrated performance far superior than those observed for commercial metal stain gauges.
The simplest performance metric is the gauge factor, G, which describes how the relative resistance change depends on strain, :
. For a normal material with conductivity which is independent of strain, it can be shown (see SI) that, because of dimensional changes:
For traditional strain gauges made of metal, this means G~2 at low strain. 29 For some materials, such as composites, the conductivity is strain-dependent. Then, at low strain, we can relate the fractional resistance change to the strain by: 
where the first term describes the effects of dimensional changes while the second term describes the effects of any strain dependence of the conductivity. We note that for a perfect incompressible material, =1/2, so equations 1a and 1b are consistent at low strain. In a nanocomposite, application of strain can change the spacing between conductive filler particles resulting in large resistivity changes. As a result, values of G as high as 1000 have been demonstrated, although the vast majority of papers report G<50 (see SI for detailed literature review). Some results have been extremely impressive. Networks of graphene on elastomeric substrates have demonstrated high gauge factor and good dynamic performance at strains as high as 8%. 16 Metalized polymer nanofibers have been fabricated into low-strain sensors for pressure, shear and torsion with good dynamic response up to 10 Hz. 7 Yamada et al. used arrays of carbon nanotubes to prepare high-strain sensors with very impressive dynamic response but relatively low gauge factor. 9 However, to the authors' knowledge, no reports exist for strain sensors which combine low stiffness, high gauge factor, high-strain and fast dynamic motion sensing capabilities with the potential for simple, cheap fabrication. This is an important gap which needs to be filled for strain sensors to fulfil their full potential.
We believe graphene to be a very promising filler mater for nano-composite strain sensors. Currently one of the most studied of nano-materials, graphene consists of atomically thin nanosheets of hexagonally bonded carbon. 30, 31 These nanosheets display excellent electrical properties, can be produced in large quantities by liquid exfoliation 32, 33 and are easily incorporated into polymers to form composites. 34 In this work we demonstrate a very 5 simple method to infiltrate store-bought elastic bands with liquid-exfoliated graphene to produce versatile strain sensors. We show these simple strain sensors to work very well at strains of >800%, both under quasi-static conditions or at dynamic strain rates of at least 7000 %/s. We also demonstrate impressive performance as kinesthetic motion sensors, detecting motions as subtle as those associated with breathing and pulse.
RESULTS

Infusion of graphene
Preparation of graphene-infiltrated elastic bands (G-bands) requires two main steps:
liquid exfoliation of graphene and infusion of graphene into the rubber. We first prepared dispersions of graphene in the solvent N-methyl-pyrrolidone (NMP) using well-known liquid exfoliation techniques. 32, 35, 36 Such processes give large quantities of un-oxidised, defect-free graphene flakes (figure 1 A-B) with lateral size of 500-1500 nm ( figure 1C ) and typically 1-6 monolayers per flake. 32, 36 We then soaked natural rubber-based, store-bought elastic bands (figure 1D) in toluene. Because the solubility parameters of natural rubber and toluene are reasonably close (see SI), soaking results in considerable swelling 37 of the band (figure 1E) with all dimensions increasing by factors of 1.5-1.6 after 3.5 hours soaking (figure 1F&G).
Natural rubber consists of aggregated latex particles with sizes from 100s of nm to microns. It is likely that these particles are poorly cross linked allowing toluene to diffuse between them to create relatively large inter-particle pores. The swollen bands were then transferred to a dispersion of graphene in NMP, to which water had been added such that the NMP:water ratio was 20:80. The presence of the water makes it energetically favourable for the graphene to migrate from the dispersion into the pores in the rubber which had been opened up by exposure to the toluene (see SI). Extensive washing (to remove any graphene adhered to the 6 surface) and drying results in graphene-infused bands ( figure 1H ). Note that all steps in this process are necessary to achieve good quality G-bands ( figure 1I ).
The bands were soaked in the NMP:water:graphene dispersion for times ranging from 15 mins to 48 hrs after which they were removed and washed. After through drying, the mass uptake of graphene was measured by careful weighing. This was converted to mean graphene volume fraction, , which is plotted versus soak time, ts, in figure 2A . To confirm the infusion of graphene, we freeze-fractured a number of bands, allowing the examination of their interiors. Shown in figure 2 B&C are two images, recorded using a transmission scanner, of the fracture surfaces of two elastic bands. Each was swollen in toluene, however one was then transferred to an NMP:water mixture (i.e. no exposure to graphene, figure 2B) while the other was then soaked in an NMP:water:graphene mixture for 48 hours (=0.56vol%, figure 2C ). It is clear from the second image that the graphene has infused right to the centre of the band resulting in a considerable darkening of the rubber. We can use the scanner to estimate the optical reflectance, ROp, of the G-band as a function of position across the fracture surface (i.e. top to bottom in figure 2 B and C). This data is presented in figure 2D (see SI for all data) and shows that for pristine bands ROp~0.6, invariant with depth. For composite bands the reflectance in the interior of the band was always <0.6. Critically, for all composites, ROp increased from edge to centre consistent with 7 graphene content decreasing with depth into the band. This shows that while the graphene clearly diffuses deep into the bands, the graphene profile is not uniform and varies with soak time. Figure Plotted in figure 2E is an empirical function describing the relationship between figure 2G ). In particular, both show very small L in the band centre. However, for ts16 hrs the agreement was much poorer (figure 2H). Interestingly, for these longer times, the reflectance data showed more graphene than expected in the centre of the band (see SI). We suggest that this may be due to the relatively broad nanosheet size distribution shown in figure 1C . For long soak times, smaller flakes -which should have larger than average diffusion coefficientstravel deeper into the band leaving the larger flakes closer to the surface. Ultimately this means that for soak times below ~12 hrs, the graphene is present as a surface layer while for ts above 21 hrs, it is distributed much more uniformly.
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Properties of G-bands
For each of the soak times, we measured the (unstrained) electrical resistance, R0, as a function of graphene volume fraction ( figure 3A) . The resistance varied from 4 M at very low volume fraction (=0.06vol%, ts=15 min) to 57 k at =0.56% (ts=48 hrs). To better understand this, we plot the conductivity, , as a function of volume fraction in figure 3B .
The conductivity increases from 10 -3 S/m for the lowest volume fraction to ~0.1 S/m for =0.56%. Interestingly, this data clearly shows a kink at 0.3% which separates two regimes, at higher and lower  respectively. This behaviour is reproducible and has been observed in multiple batches of G-bands (see SI). This kink occurs for bands prepared with soak times between 12 and 19 hrs. This is exactly the range where the graphene transitions from being localised close to the surface to being more uniformly distributed (figure 2 G-H).
This will be discussed in more detail below.
The electrical properties of composites consisting of a conductive filler in an insulating matrix are generally described by percolation theory. 42 In such systems, current can only flow above a critical volume fraction, the percolation threshold, where the first continuous conducting path across the matrix is formed. Above the percolation threshold the conductivity is described by the percolation scaling law:
where c is the percolation threshold, t is the percolation exponent and 0 is usually similar to the conductivity of the filler when formed into a film. 43 We will treat the two regimes described above separately, first fitting equation 2 to the data with >0.3% (i.e. ts21 hrs) and then separately to the data for <0.25% (i.e. ts<12 hrs). In the upper regime, a good fit (solid line) is found for c,U=0.12% and t=2. The percolation threshold is close to literature values 44 and consistent with the value of c~0.1% expected theoretically for isotropic distributions of nanosheets with aspect ratio ~1000. 45 The percolation exponent is identical to the universal value of 2.0 expected for transport in 3-dimensions. 42 This is consistent with the data in figure 2H which suggests that for the higher soak times, the graphene is distributed throughout the G-band. Interestingly the fit gives 0=3700 S/m, very close to the expected conductivity value for films of liquid exfoliated graphene. 46, 47 This implies that the graphene flakes making up the conducting network are in close contact with no evidence of the polymer coatings which usually limit the conductivity of nano-composites. 48 We have also fit equation 3 to the lower range (<0.25%). We find a very good fit for c,L=0.04% and t=1.3 (dashed line). This is extremely interesting as 1.3 is the universal percolation exponent for transport in 2 dimensions. 42 This implies that in the volume fraction range <0.25%, the dominant mode of conduction is through the graphene close to the surface. Again, this is consistent with the data in figure 2G which shows the graphene to be largely localised in a surface layer for the shorter soak times. It is worth noting that when analysing conductivity in a surface layer, equation 3 might seem inappropriate. However, electrical properties of thin films of conducting nanomaterials are known to be well described
were NA is the nano-conductor areal number density (effectively the thickness of the layer of nanoconductors) and NA,C is the associated percolation threshold. We then attribute c,L=0.04% as the mean volume fraction for which the first surface conducting path forms. Extrapolation of the data in figure 2A implies this first path to occur after a soak time of ~5 minutes under the conditions used in this work.
The electrical data implies that G-bands can be thought of as two resistors in parallel, one representing the graphene-rich layer close to the surface and the other representing the graphene in the bulk of the band. For volume fractions above ~0.3% the current flowing through the bulk dominates while for <0.25%, current flowing in the surface layer is dominant.
Strain sensing
Natural rubber is an extremely extensible material:
49 mechanical testing showed the pristine rubber bands to have strains-at-break of ~1100%. This was not significantly reduced by swelling in toluene followed by soaking in NMP:water (see SI). While the infusion of graphene did reduce the strain at break somewhat, composite bands could be strained to 500-1100% before failure (see SI).
This makes these materials potentially useful as high-strain strain sensors. Whether the dominant current flows through graphene nanosheets near the surface or in the bulk, we expect the electrical resistance to increase on the application of strain due to the divergence of adjacent nanosheets. We slowly applied strain (dL/dt=10 mm/min) to G-bands with a range of volume fractions (unstrained length, L0=15 mm). Note the experiment was set to stop at a pre-set strain to avoid breaking the samples, meaning that the maximum strains observed are lower limits. Two examples of the resultant resistance-strain curves are shown in figure 3C (all others are shown in the SI). In all cases the resistance increased dramatically on the application of strain. Although the curves followed no single trend, in all cases an exponentially increasing region was observed at low to intermediate strains (~5% to 100-300% depending on ). We fit this region to in the range 25-100%. Although 0 tended to fall with increasing volume fraction, the data was very scattered (see SI). Such exponential behaviour has been observed before for nanocomposite strain sensors 50, 51 and has been explained as being due to the exponential decrease in inter-particle tunnelling probability with strain. 20, [50] [51] [52] [53] Within such frameworks, 0 is a parameter which is related to the height of the potential barrier between nano-particles.
Previously reported sensors based on polymer/carbon-fibre 50 figure 3D (all data is shown in the SI). Resistance changes as large as ×10 4 were observed for strains of >700% (see SI, ts=12 hrs). Also plotted on figure 3D is the behaviour expected for a material with strain-independent conductivity such that the resistance increase is solely due to dimensional changes (dashed line). This is described by equation 1a and is equivalent to G=2. For all our samples, the resistance changes are well above this line. This means that, in addition to dimensional changes, strain-induced changes in conductivity play an important role in these sensors. For all samples, we found 0 / RR  to scale linearly with  once <4%
(figure 3D and SI), allowing the calculation of G ( figure 3E ). The gauge factor increases with decreasing volume fraction from G~10 for composites with ~0.5% to a maximum value of G=35 for a G-band with =0.2%, very close to the bulk percolation threshold (0.12%). Below the bulk percolation threshold, where electrical transport is predominantly along the surface of the bands, G falls considerably reaching G=10-15 for =0.07%. This suggests that elastomers coated with graphene do not make good strain sensors. Rather, bulk composites with graphene content close to the percolation threshold are required.
The maximum observed gauge factor of G=35 is relatively high compared to values reported in the literature (table S2) . In addition, G-bands can be stretched to strains that are extremely high compared to most reported strain sensors. To compare these values to the literature, we plot a map of the maximum reported values of both G and the maximum operating strain for a range of nano-composite strain sensors from both the literature and the 13 study described here (figure 3F and table S2 ). We find the best G-band strain sensors to have comparable gauge factors to the best high-strain sensors. However, G-bands described here work at considerably higher stains then all but the most extensible strain sensors reported to date.
Dynamic sensing
The combination of sensitivity and extensibility (figure 3F) suggests G-bands to be ideal for dynamic strain sensing. To test this, we used a tensile tester to subject G-bands prepared with a range of soak times to a cyclic strain profile ( figure 4 A-B) . The strain wave was trapezoidal in shape with a frequency of 0.33 Hz. The minimum strain was 5% while the maximum strain was 75% giving a maximum strain rate of 140%/s. In all cases, log( ) R In these experiments, the frequency was limited by the tensile tester used. To explore the sensor response at higher frequencies we used a commercial vibration generator to drive a piston which oscillated the band perpendicular to its length (figure 4E Hz was the damping constant and 0=63.5 Hz was the resonant frequency (see SI). In this geometry and at low strain, the strain amplitude is given by 
As such we fit the data in figure 4F to figure 4G showing approximate frequency independence. We note that the sensitivity of this G-band remains undiminished at frequencies of up to 160 Hz. We compare our dynamic results to the literature in figure 4H (literature data open symbols). We found G-bands to work at higher combinations of frequency and strain than any other composite strain sensor.
Kinesthetic sensing 15 We believe G-bands to be of great interest in a range of applications but in particular as components in medical devices for measuring human (or animal) bodily motion. To demonstrate the broad dynamic range of the G-bands, we tested them as strain sensors in a number of scenarios. By attaching a G-band across the first knuckle of the index finger (figure 5A) we could monitor the relatively high-strain motion (~40%) associated with repeated bending of the finger ( figure 5B ). We could detect muscular motion associated with clenching and unclenching of the fist (~4%) by wrapping a G-band around the forearm ( figure 5C&D) . By attaching the G-Band to the throat (figure 5E) we could detect speech (figure 5F). However, the G-band is so sensitive that if the subject did not remain still, small neck movements dominated the response, rendering the throat movement associated with speech undetectable.
We also attempted to measure the very subtle motions associated with breathing and pulse. To monitor breathing, a ~4 cm long G-band was attached horizontally across the rib cage on the subjects side. The resistance was monitored over approximately 5 minutes with the subject sitting in a chair. Figure 5G shows the resistance-time waveform to be welldefined and periodic response but also asymmetric. The Fourier transform (figure 5H) clearly
shows the Fourier components associated with the breathing movement. To measure pulse, a band was wrapped around the tip of the subject's finger (~20% pre-strain) as a pulse sensor.
Under these circumstances, a symmetric, periodic waveform was detected (figure 5I) with a single Fourier component of frequency ~1 Hz (figure 5J), as expected for human pulse.
Finally, it is worth considering the safety of graphene based strain sensors that might be worn near the skin. First, we note that recent in-vitro tests in our lab have shown liquid exfoliated graphene to display virtually no toxicity toward human cells. 56 Nevertheless, we decided to explore the possibility of graphene being transferred from the G-band to the skin, specifically in the presence of sweat. To do this, we sonicated G-bands in human sweat, 16 carefully weighing the band before and after sonication. On average, we found a relative mass loss of (1.50.75)10 -3 . This suggests that under very extreme conditions, some of the graphene may detach from the G-band. However, in real world applications, this could be mitigated by encapsulation of the G-band using an appropriate barrier polymer.
DISCUSSION
The G-band strain sensors described in this work have four main strengths. The process is potentially cheap and scale-able. Liquid-exfoliated graphene can be produced in large quantities 33 and will be cheap compared to most nano-materials. We envisage graphene infusion occurring during rubber production with very little process modification. In addition, the sensitivity of these materials is relatively high for a composite strain sensor (G=35), making them competitive with most commercial strain sensors. More importantly, these strain sensors are the most extensible ever demonstrated, performing beyond 800% strain.
This extensibility facilitates the monitoring of dynamic strain, allowing their use as velocity and acceleration sensors. Indeed this may be their greatest strength: these sensors operate at combinations of frequency and strain amplitude, unheard in any other strain sensors (e.g. 60
Hz and 6% strain). Moreover, it is worth noting that the dynamic data we have reported represent lower performance limits as the strains and frequencies applied were limited by the equipment and not the G-bands.
These strain sensors display a number of advantages over other nano-composite strain sensors prepared using fillers such as carbon black, carbon nanotubes, carbon nanofibres or nano-graphite. Firstly, we believe there is a significant advantage to the production method.
Nano-composite strain sensors are generally made by solution-or melt-processing during which the nano-fillers tend to get coated by a layer of polymer. This can result in significant reductions 48 in the 0 parameter (equation 3) meaning that relatively high loading levels are required to obtain a resistance appropriate for practical measurements. Such high loading levels may be undesirable as they can degrade other composite properties such as extensibility. 57 In our method, the graphene enters the polymer by diffusion through the internal porous structure, resulting in a network of well-connected flakes with no inter-flake polymer layers. The resultant nano-composites have high values of 0, allowing reasonably small resistances to be achieved for relatively low graphene loading. Importantly, the process is universal and will allow the addition of other nano-materials.
In addition, we believe that graphene as a material offers certain advantages. As described above, nano-composite strain sensors should display a reasonably conductivity at low loading level. To minimise the percolation threshold, 45 large aspect ratio nano-fillers are usually preferable. Nano-graphite particles typically display aspect ratios smaller than those associated with graphene leading to percolation thresholds well above 1%. 52, 58 While carbon nanotubes have large aspect ratios and have been used to produce composites with low percolation thresholds, 48 nanotubes are expensive, making most composite applications economically unviable. Carbon fibres have high aspect ratios, leading to percolation thresholds ~1%. 50, 59 However, due to their relatively large dimensions, carbon fibre-filled elastomers tend to have very low extensibility, 60 making them unsuitable for high-strain applications. Carbon black (CB) is very cheap and under certain circumstances can give composites with percolation thresholds as low as 1%. 58 However, in most cases CB/polymer composites have percolation thresholds >10%. [61] [62] [63] This means large volume fractions are needed to obtain the required resistances, 28 generally leading to extensibilities which are lower than in the neat polymer. 64 In contrast, the graphene-filled composites described here have a percolation threshold well below 1%, extensibilities approaching 1000% and are expected to be relatively cheap.
These advantages are reflected in the exceptional performance of these strain sensors which combine high sensitivity and high rate capability with the potential to work at high strain. We have found that each step in this process (i.e. soaking in toluene followed by transfer to graphene:NMP:water) is necessary for the production of good quality G-bands.
The mass uptake of graphene was found using an accurate balance to measure the mass of the bands before and after soaking, taking due consideration of the mass lost due to the solvent treatment and cleaning. Mass fraction was converted to volume fraction taking Gra=2200 kg/m 3 and Rubber=1000 kg/m 3 . Optical scans were made using an Epson Perfection 20 V700 Photo flat-bed scanner with a bit depth of 48 bits per pixel and a spatial resolution of 6400 dpi. The scanner output (in reflective mode) was converted to reflectivity by scanning white and black objects to obtain outputs consistent with R~0 and R~1 and subsequently normalising the signal. Helium ion microscopy was performed on film fracture surfaces with a Zeiss Orion Plus. The working distance was ~5 mm and a 20 µm aperture was used. The beam current was 0.5 pA with a tilt of 15 degrees.
NMP imaging was performed using an open-access GARField bench-top permanent magnet, characterised by a magnetic field of 0.7 T and gradient strength G of 17.5 T/m in the vertical direction. The strong magnetic field gradient is generated by two shaped magnet pole pieces and encodes the spatial position to yield one-dimensional proton profiles through the sample with a maximum spatial resolution of <8 µm to a depth of approximately 750 µm into the rubber. A radiofrequency (RF) planar-spiral surface coil of 6 mm in diameter is located at the centre of the pole gap and selects a comparable sample planar area. The RF coil has variable capacitors for tuning and matching, which are placed several coil diameters from the coil. Molecular mobility is expressed by the self-diffusivity along the gradient direction and by the NMR longitudinal and transverse relaxation times T1 and T2. These parameters describe the nuclear spin relaxation caused by molecular rotation, with T2 affected by slower motional processes. For these experiments, the rubber bands were cut into 450-500 m thick pieces, and then placed on the sample stage which is above the coil. The profile of a dry pristine sample was taken as a reference. The experiment was performed by depositing a drop of NMP:water:graphene mixture on the surface of a rubber band and using NMP to monitor the ingress of the graphene.
Electromechanical testing
Samples for electrical and electromechanical testing were prepared by cutting the bands into 1.5 or 4 cm segments. Silver paint was applied to the ends of the band to facilitate 21 electrical contact. We found that once the silver paint was applied all subsequent electrical measurements were very reproducible. Initially, we performed both 2-and 4-probe electrical measurements using a Keithley KE2601 source meter. In all cases both techniques gave the same resistance indicating the contact resistance to be very small compared to the band resistance. Subsequently, all measurements were made using 2 probes. A Zwick Z0.5 ProLine
Tensile Tester (100 N Load Cell) was used to apply dynamic strain to the band whilst a Keithley KE2601 source meter, controlled by LabView software, was used to measure the electrical resistance of the band as a function of time. The bands were first strained slowly (10 mm/min) until they reached a pre-set resistance with stress, strain and electrical resistance monitored continuously. This was performed for bands which had been soaked for times from 15 mins and 48 hours. In addition, purely mechanical measurements were performed where the G-bands were stretched to failure (strain rate 10 cm/min).
Dynamic electromechanical testing was performed on bands soaked for a number of bands spanning the whole range of soak times. Trapezoidal strain-time profiles were applied as shown in figure 4 with resistance and strain monitored as a function of time for 500-1000
cycles. High rate measurements were performed using a Philip Harris Vibration Generator, a
Tektronix TDS3024 oscilloscope to measure the resistance amplitude and a travelling microscope to measure the vibration amplitude. The band used for the high frequency measurements had unstrained length and resistance: L0=4 cm, R0=220 k.
Samples for the kinesthetic testing were prepared with bands soaked for 48 hrs. A band cut into ~4 cm segment was taped to the first knuckle of the index finger, which was wrapped in a finger segment of nitro-cellulose lab glove, using conductive copper tape. Crocodile clips with leads attached to the Keithley KE2601 source meter was clipped to taps on the conductive tape to measure the change in resistance due to joint movement with time.
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For the muscular motion detection a band was produced by soaking in the graphene dispersion with a short segment of the band raised above the surface of the liquid and so unexposed to the graphene. In this way, the entire band was conducting except for a short (~1cm) long insulating section. The cut-off wrist section of a nitro-cellulose lab glove was placed through the band and was pulled over the forearm. The crocodile clips and leads attached to the source meter were clipped directly to the band either side of the insulating section.
For speech, breathing, and pulse response an adhesive bandage was attach to the throat just below the thyroid cartilage, across the 5,6 & 7 th rib and around the tip of the index finger respectively. A ~4 cm band segment in each case was wrapped around or put across the bandage. Wire leads were attached to the bands at either end with conductive copper tape, which were connected to the source meter, and held in place over the skin/bandage using household scotch tape during testing.
G-bands were sonicated in human sweat (obtained from a subject after jogging while 
